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Intelligence a gift from sun
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Michaelic Age: man was a free being whose thoughts came as revelation

from spiritual worlds
Golgotha
879 AC Ecumenical Council of Constantinople
trinity of man replaced with dichotomy caused upheavals
shaking of the spiritual world and some left the sun and identified
with the earthly shaping European history
cosmic power fell away from Michael

karmic disorder
Intelligence began to stream down like holy rain falling from the sun becoming
earthly
Gabriel Age: 16-19th C
forces of heredity take hold of the physical & etheric body
science & technology
intelligence more clever, brilliant, and more earthly

Powers of Self Made Intelligence
1879-2230 Michaelic Age
First Class

Michael School on Earth 1924
truths & tools to overcome materialism on earth

trial by fire
Second Part of the First Class
people working together shaping destiny seriously, working with
others with different forms of destiny & orientation
restoration of the truth in Karma
trial by water
Third Part of the First Class
support & receive inspirations & intuitions in accord with our
time with absolute presence of mind
trial by air



Michael the Warrior with the Sword and feet upon the Dragon
Defending the Cosmic Spirit against Ahrimanic
Powers
The Michaelic tradition must be renewed

Michael has entered the world laying hold of intelligence upon the earth
so we are not bedazzeled by the brilliant and genius work of Ahriman in
all domains

as Ahriman the author through humans

Powers of Self Made Intelligence


Now the battle is laid in the human heart and what human hearts
will do with this Michaelic impulse in the world



In the souls of men who in their hearts ally Intelligence with
Spirituality with healthy common sense



Michael is standing in the hearts of men and beneath his feet is the
production of Ahrimanic authorship,,,,Intelligence has become the
serpent .
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